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Profile
Liam has been freelance for some time, working as both an offline and online editor across
factual entertainment. He has regular clients who ask for him as their number one choice
due to both his professional, friendly manner and his creative skills.

Long Form Credits
“The Nolans Go Cruising” 1 x 60min + finishing editor on 7 more. Sisters Coleen, Linda,
Maureen and Anne cruise around the Mediterranean together on a luxury ship. The holiday
kicks off as the ladies trade Blackpool for Genoa. They discuss dating again after
bereavement, sex post-40 and changing careers after life in pop music.
Koska for Quest Red
“World’s Greatest Paintings with Andrew Marr” 2x 60min. Andrew Marr tells the history
and stories behind ten of the greatest paintings ever.
Lambent for Channel 5
“The Repair Shop” Series 2, 3 & 4. An antidote to throwaway culture, The Repair Shop
shines a light on the wonderful treasures to be found in homes across the country. VT’s
over the entire series.
Ricochet for BBC2
“Emmerdale 1918” 1 x 30min. Marking 100 years since the end of the First World War,
Emmerdale 1918 uncovers the incredible untold stories of real Yorkshire men and women
from the unique perspective of the cast of one of Britain’s favourite soaps. A host of
Emmerdale’s most famous faces – old and new – are about to leave the set behind and step
back into the past to celebrate the lives of unsung local heroes who drove the war effort.
Lambent Productions for ITV.
“Food Unwrapped: China Special” 1 x 60min. The team head to China to discover more
about the world’s biggest food producer and the differences between British and Chinese
cultures.
Ricochet for Channel 4.
“Saving Lives at Sea” 3 x 60min. Documentary series following the men and women of the
RNLI and telling their life-saving stories.
Blast Films for BBC2
“The Avant Gardener” 3 x 60min series featuring award-winning autistic garden designer
Alan Gardner. Alan, who credits his success to what he calls ‘his gift,’ the fact that he has
autism, takes on some of Britain’s most unloved gardens. Using his uniquely quirky
horticultural skills and years of experience, Alan will create bespoke, breath-taking gardens
transforming large outdoor spaces across the country. Betty TV for Channel 4.
“The Undateables” Series 6. People living with challenging conditions are often
considered 'undateable' - this series meets a few and follows their attempts to find love.
Betty TV for Channel 4.

“Superfoods: The Real Story” 4 x 30mins. Kate Quilton investigates the world of
superfoods to see if they are all they are cracked up to be.
Ricochet for Channel 4
“Alan Davies As Yet Untitled” Hosted by comedian Alan Davies. In each episode Davies
holds an unscripted roundtable discussion with four guests.
Phil McIntyre for Dave
“Jamie’s Superfood” 2 x 30mins. Jamie Oliver travels the world uncovering the secrets of
how people live longer.
Fresh One Productions for Channel 4
“Jamie and Jimmy’s Friday Night Feasts” Worked across food lifestyle series featuring
Jamie Oliver and Jimmy Doherty.
Fresh One Productions for Channel 4
“Married at First Sight” Documentary series – a ground breaking social experiment
looking at the nature of love, compatibility and marriage. Examining whether different
scientific approaches to matchmaking can be combined to help create strong long term
matches. Single people are matched with their ideal partner, meet for the first time at
their wedding and are then filmed for the first 6 weeks of their relationship. CPL
Productions for Channel 4.
“Sun, Sea and Selling Houses” Daytime series. Two British estate agents help families,
couples and friends find their dream homes abroad.
Ricochet for Channel 4
“Mr Drew’s School for Boys” 2 x 60min shows. Steven Drew from Educating Essex helps a
group of young boys in danger of being kicked out of school, by setting up his own Summer
school. Ricochet for Channel 4
“The Specials” 3 x 30min shows following the lives of a group of friends with downsyndrome, who live together in Brighton. Kada Media for Oprah Winfrey Network
“Simon Hopkinson Cooks” 2 x 60min shows. Renowned chef and food writer, Simon
Hopkinson creates his perfect menus and shows how to make restaurant quality food at
home. Ricochet for More 4
“All You Need is Gok” 2 x 60min. Gok Wan transforms single women to help them get back
on the dating scene and find love. Ricochet for Channel 4
“Food Unwrapped” Series 1, 2 x 30min & Series 3, 1 x 30min. A food and science consumer
programme that travels the world to explore the industry secrets behind food production.
Ricochet for Channel 4
“The Bachelor” (Series 2) 6 x 60min. Working in the finishing suite for the last week of
each show, re-editing each programme and assuring continuity of stories across the series.
Ricochet for Channel 5
“Sing Date” 1 x 30min show where people try to find love through their passion of singing.
Princess TV for Sky Living
“Choccywoccydoodah” 2 x 30min ob docs following the eccentric staff at the famous
Brighton chocolatiers. TwoFour Productions for The Good Food Channel
“The Bachelor” 2 x 60min shows. Gavin Henson is 'The Bachelor' looking to find his perfect
partner. Ricochet for Channel 5

“Dinner Date” Series 2 & 3. 7 x 30min shows where someone looking for love tries to find
it over 3 dinner dates. Hat Trick Productions for ITV
“Sex Education Show” 1 x 60min, hosted by straight-talking Anna Richardson. This series
aims to improve the nation's carnal knowledge by offering candid advice on a wide range of
sexual issues and problems. Remarkable for Channel 4
“Superscrimpers: Waste Not Want Not” 1 x 30min programme looking at how to tighten
your belts and save money. Remarkable for Channel 4
“Supersize vs Superskinny Kids” Tackling the diets of the nation’s children.
Remarkable TV for Channel 4
“Gok’s Fashion Fix” 2 x 60min. Gok Wan returns to champion the high street vs designer
wear and transform the wardrobes of 8 unsuspecting fashion victims.
Endemol for Channel 4
“Supersize Vs Superskinny” 3 x 60min docs in which two extreme eaters, one very
overweight and one severely underweight, swap diets in an attempt to change the way they
view food and eating. Cheetah for Channel 4
“Kill It, Cook It, Eat It” 60min doc that shows what it takes to turn a living animal into
food. Following the journeys of six people as they experience how animals are reared,
killed and butchered for meat. Dragonfly for BBC3
“Fawlty Towers” 1 x 90min. A look back at the infamous sit-com 35 years later, including
John Cleese’s favourite moments. Tiger Aspect for GOLD
“Sorcerer’s Apprentice” 4 x 60min shows, (series 2 & series 3), where school children
compete against their peers for the much sought-after title, Sorcerer’s Apprentice.
Twenty Twenty for CBBC
“Last Man Standing” 1 x 60min documentary featuring 6 athletes as they take on tribal
sports around the world. BBC 3
“People’s Hospital” 2 x 30min observational documentaries looking at the nurses/patients
and the workings of Whipps Cross Hospital. BBC1 Prime Time
”Britain’s Empty Homes” 10 x 30min daytime property shows following people who want
to take on empty homes as restoration projects. Ricochet for BBC 1
“Open House” 3 x 30min daytime property programmes presented by Kristian Digby.
Ricochet for BBC 1
“Find Me the Face” 2 x 60min documentaries following two model scouts who are given a
brief by top agencies to find real people who they think have the potential to be models.
Fever Media for BBC3
“The Shooting Party” 3 x 30min observational documentaries about a group of disabled
directors making their first films. Maverick for Channel 4
“Dog Borstal” 1 x 60min observational documentary about problem dogs that get sent
away to be trained. BBC 3
“How To Look Good Naked: Series 2” Series of 60min factual entertainment makeover
shows. Maverick for Channel 4
“No Place Like Home” 1 x 60min observational documentary following families as they
move back to the UK after emigration. Fever for ITV 1

“Spendaholics Series 3 & 4” 2 x 60min factual entertainment / documentary programmes
attempting to address people’s excessive spending. Betty TV for BBC 3
“Re-Inventors” 2 x 60min factual entertainment shows trying to recreate famous
inventions that have had a large impact on society. IWC Media for UKTV
“Say No To the Knife” 1 x 60min documentary in a series about the negative effects of
plastic surgery. Silver River for BBC 3
“Dirty Rotten Scandals – World Cup Heaven & Hell” 1 x 60min programme featuring the
biggest scandals that have hit the World Cup. Granada for ITV 1
“I Want It Now” 1 x 30min entertainment/consumer programme showing the problems and
pitfalls of buying a holiday home. Silver River for BBC 1
“Ant & Dec - A Showbiz Marriage” 60min documentary showcasing the Geordie duo’s
career and friendship. North One Television for Channel 5
“The Tree Team” 1 x 30min observational documentary following a team of tree-house
builders. Tern TV for Discovery
“Top 40 Break-up Songs” 1 x 120min show showing the top 40 tearjerker songs to break up
to. North One TV for Channel 5
“100 Greatest Funny Moments” 1 x 240min show charting the funniest unscripted
moments on television. Shine Limited for Channel 4
“Britain’s Finest Stately Homes” 1 x 90min in depth look at the countries top ten stately
homes. Lion TV for Channel 5
“Strictly Dance Fever” Entertainment series following on from the hit ‘Strictly Come
Dancing’. Presented by Graham Norton. BBC 1
“Portland Babies” Series of 30min observational documentaries following the midwives at
The Portland Hospital. Flame TV for Discovery Health Channel
“100 Greatest World Cup Moments” 2 x 60min programme.
North One TV for Channel 4
“T4” VT inserts and stings for Channel 4’s youth morning TV slot.
At It Productions for Channel 4
“Property Dreams” 2 x 60min episodes of a documentary style property show.
Talkback Thames for Channel 5
“Dumber and Dumber” 6 x 30min episodes. North One TV for Channel 5
“Black Flash; A Century of Black Footballers” History. BBC
“Inside Hitler’s Bunker” Symphony online/grade. 3BM
“Ground Force Revisited” Symphony online/grade. Endemol UK
“World Rally Championships” 6 x 30min highlight shows and end of season reviews.
Chrysalis TV
“This Morning inserts” Granada TV
“Battersea Dog’s Home” BBC CPU

“First Edition” Symphony online/grade. Granada TV
“Promos for under 21’s European Championships” Symphony online/grade.
Channel 5
“Star Trek Night” BBC Documentaries. Symphony online/grade. BBC

Corporate
Various corporate projects including:
DVLA, National Blood Service, VOSA, Inland Revenue, Land Registry Act, Barclays, Shell,
Coca Cola, Vodafone, Cadburys, Schweppes, NHS and RAF.

